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Recommender systems are in the center of network science and becoming increasingly important in
individual businesses for providing efficient personalized services and products to users. The focus of
previous research in the field of recommendation systems was on improving the precision of the system
through designing more accurate recommendation lists. Recently, the community has been paying
attention to diversity and novelty of recommendation list as key characteristics of modern recommender
systems. In many cases, novelty and precision do not go in the same direction and the accuracy-novelty
dilemma is one of the challenging problems in recommender systems, which needs efforts in making a
trade-off between them.
In this work, we propose an algorithm for providing novel and accurate recommendation to users. We
consider the standard definition of accuracy and an effective self-information based measure to assess
novelty of the recommendation list. The proposed algorithm is based on item popularity, which is defined
as the number of votes they receive in a certain time interval. Wavelet transform is used for analyzing
popularity time series and forecasting their trend in future time steps. We introduce two filtering
algorithms based on the information extracted from analyzing popularity time series of the items.
Popularity-based filtering algorithm, gives higher chance to items which are predicted to be popular in
future time steps. The other algorithm, denoted as novelty and population based filtering algorithm, is to
move towards items with low popularity in past time steps that are predicted to become popular in the
future. The introduced filters can be applied as adds-on to any recommendation algorithm. In this paper,
we use the proposed algorithms to improve the performance of classic recommenders including item-based
collaborative filtering and Markov-based recommender systems. The experiments show that the
algorithms could significantly improve both the accuracy and effective novelty of the classic
recommenders.
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1. INTRODUCTION

We have witnessed tremendous progress in mining and analysis of complex
networks in the last decade. There has been lots of efforts in understanding structure
and dynamics of social networks, which has been shown to be different from other
networked structures [Newman and Park 2003]. Since the appearance of WWW and
online networks, recommendation systems have become an important research topic
in both industry and academic sectors [Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005; Deshpande
and Karypis 2004; Resnick and Varian 1997]. Recommender systems have enormous
practical applications that help users to receive personalized recommendations and
choose the best matches for their needs.
Methods used in recommendation systems are usually categorized into three
main classes: collaborative, content-based and hybrid recommendation algorithms
[Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005]. While in content-based recommendation
algorithms, the most similar items to those already rated by a particular user is
recommended to that user [Basu et al. 1998; Pazzani and Billsus 2007], collaborative
recommendation (or collaborative filtering) algorithms recommend the items to a
user based on the items rated by those with similar preferences and tastes with that
user [Konstan et al. 1997; Sarwar et al. 2001]. There are also hybrid methods where
the recommendation list is built based on content-based and collaborative approaches
[Balabanović 1997; Burke 2002]. The recommendation algorithms are often based on
constructing bipartite networks of users and items. These networks are used to find
the connection structure between the users in the one-mode projected network of
users and those of items in the one-mode projected networks of items [Cattuto et al.
2007; Maslov and Zhang 2001; Shang et al. 2010; Zhou et al. 2010; Zhou et al. 2007].
Most of previous methods have not considered contextual information in their
recommendation algorithms. It has been shown that by employing such information,
one can build better recommender systems [Baltrunas and Ricci 2013; Shin et al.
2009]. The contextual information describes the context (e.g. time, location or mood)
in which the users interact with the system [Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2011]. Among
different resources for contextual information, time is one of the most informative
and important domains [Campos et al. 2013; Xiang and Yang 2009] which can be
easily collected. It has been shown that users’ preferences evolve over time and timeaware models have been proposed to track this issue in order to increase quality of
recommendations [Baltrunas and Ricci 2013; Ricci and Shapira 2011]. Koren
proposed a method based on Matrix factorization in which vectors of latent factor are
generated in each time step [Koren 2010]. Markov-based recommender systems can
also be counted as time-aware systems since they employ time domain to extract
order of user ratings [Javari and Jalili 2013; Shani et al. 2002]. Xiong et al. proposed
another time-aware recommender system based on incorporation of Bayesian
probabilistic model and information obtained from time domain [Xiong et al. 2010].
In their model, the time has been incorporated as a distinct feature vector associated
with those of users and items.
Although these time-aware models have been shown to improve performance of
classic recommenders in terms of precision, novelty of recommendations has not been
considered in them. The users would like to be recommended a list of diverse and
novel items to earn more information from recommended lists. Indeed, an important
issue affecting the recommendation results is popularity of the items [Steck 2011].
Most of the collaborative filtering algorithms that are designed to provide accurate
results often recommend popular items, while users might be interested in nonpopular and novel ones. Furthermore, the number of popular items is often much less
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than others. This usually causes similar recommendations for different users, which
is not desired in general. The recommendations should be diverse and novel to satisfy
users’ willing [Shani and Gunawardana 2011; Zhou, Kuscsik, Liu, Medo, Wakeling
and Zhang 2010].
Novelty and diversity in recommendation systems has received attention in
recent years and some algorithms have been proposed to provide recommendations
with high novelty and diversity [Agrawal et al. 2009; Celma and Herrera 2008;
Clarke et al. 2008; McGinty and Smyth 2003; Vargas and Castells 2011; Ziegle et al.
2005]. Novelty and accuracy do not often go in the same direction, which means if
accuracy is improved, novelty often worsens, and vice versa. Zhou et al (2010)
introduced a hybrid algorithm taking into account accuracy and novelty of
recommendation and demonstrated that it partially solves the accuracy-diversity
dilemma of recommender systems [Zhou, Kuscsik, Liu, Medo, Wakeling and Zhang
2010]. Adomavicious et al (2011) employed graph theoretic methods based on
maximum bipartite matching to maximize aggregate recommendation diversities
[Adomavicius and Kwon 2011]. However, most of the algorithms introduced to
recommend novel and diverse lists, result in recommending the items that have little
chance to be purchased by the target user (i.e., very low accuracy of recommendation)
[McNee et al. 2006; Zhou, Kuscsik, Liu, Medo, Wakeling and Zhang 2010]. In other
words, they sacrifice precision to achieve higher novelty and diversity. To the best of
our knowledge, the contextual information of time-domain has not been previously
employed in order to increase quality of recommendations in terms of both novelty
and precision. In this work, we exploit dynamics of item popularity in the timedomain to provide novel yet accurate recommendations. We suggest that in each time
step, there is a subset of items which has higher chance to receive attentions of the
users in near future. By focusing our recommendations to this subset, we build
algorithms supporting both novelty and precision of recommendations.
It is possible to predict items which have higher chance to be purchased by the
users in the future through analyzing their popularity in the past time steps. Our
proposed recommendation algorithm takes into account this issue to increase novelty
and precision of recommendations. To this end, we introduce two filtering algorithms
based on items’ past and future popularity (i.e., the number of votes an item receives
in a certain time interval). The future trends of popularity values are predicted
through regression analysis and wavelet decomposition. Based on the information
obtained from popularity prediction, the filtering algorithms select a set of candidate
items from item space. These filters act as adds-on to classic recommendations
algorithms such as collaborative filtering and its variants. In general, the proposed
method for recommendation has two steps. In the first step, the filtering algorithm
selects a subset of item set based on analyzing popularity time series of items. In the
second phase, any recommendation algorithm can be applied to recommend
personalized list of items to the target user from the selected subset of items.
The proposed recommenders pay special attention to unpopular items that are
predicted to be popular in the future. Since such items are currently unpopular ones,
recommending them to the users will result in high novelty. Furthermore, they are
predicted to be popular in the future time steps, and thus, recommending them will
provide high accuracy. We add the proposed filters to two classic recommender
systems (markov-based recommendation and item-based collaborative filtering) and
evaluate the performance of the recommendations in terms of precision and novelty
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on a random subset of huge Netflix dataset. Our key contributions in this manuscript
are as follows:
 Employing time-domain to intensify performance of any recommendation
algorithm in terms of both novelty and precision
 Proposing two filtering algorithms to restrict the number of candidate items
for recommendation in each time step
 Predicting and analyzing main trends of items’ popularity time series
through a method based on wavelet transform
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND BACKGROUND

In this section we formulate the recommendation problem and briefly introduce
two classic recommendation algorithms: memory-based collaborative filtering and
Markov-based recommender.
2.1 Recommendation systems

A recommendation system aims at finding the best-matching items for a
particular user. Recommender systems are often based on users-items interaction
networks. A recommendation system consists of users and items where there are a
number of ratings from users to items. They can be modeled as bipartite networks
with users in one side and items in the other side. Let us denote items set as I = [i1,
i2,…, in] and users set as U = [u1, u2,…, um]; the network can be fully described by a
bipartite n × m adjacency matrix A = [apq], where apq takes a value if iq is rated (used
or collected) by up, and apq = 0 otherwise. The rating values can be positive or
negative indicating like (trust) or dislike (distrust), respectively.
Recommendation task is similar to link prediction problem in networked
structures [Liben-Nowelly and Kleinberg 2003; Lü and Zhou 2011]. In link prediction
problems, particular (global and local) similarity measures are defined in order to
infer the potential future links to come. The recommendation problem can be
formally defined as follows. Consider a bipartite network of users U and items I,
where there are links (or rates) from each user to some of the items. Many of the
potential links between users and items are missing. For any user up, we would like
to find a certain number of items such that up is likely to rate (or create a link) with
these items. One can also sort the items (considering their predicted value) for each
user and chose top-N ones.
2.2 Memory-based Collaborative filtering

Collaborative filtering (CF) and its variants are the most widely used algorithms
in recommender systems [J. Ben Schafer 2007]. CF is rather simple to compute – as
compared to other recommendation algorithms – which makes it suitable for
practical applications where the number of users and items might go over millions. It
is based on proper similarity measures between the users, i.e., users with similar
preferences are likely to have similar tastes, and thus, will be treated similarly with
CF algorithms. In other words, the users that are similarly rating the target items or
the items that are rated in a similar way, are first identified, and then the items are
recommended to the users based on these similarity measures. CF can be performed
in either user-based (using users’ similarity scores) or item-based (using items’
similarity scores) fashions [Manos Papagelis 2005].
Item-based collaborative filtering predicts rates of a target user on a particular
item i, based on the items that the user has rated and similarity of these items with
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item i. To this end, proper statistical methods are often used to associate a similarity
value for each pair of items. To do that, the similarity between two items can be
measured by computing correlation coefficient [Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005]. The
Pearson similarity between items ii and ij is obtained as
n
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where Rh,i denotes the rating of user uh on item ii and Ri is the average rating on
item ii. n is the total number of the users in the system.
As the Pearson similarity coefficients between items are obtained, the weighted
sum of item-based similarities is computed. Then, the prediction value of the rating
of user x to item y, P(x,y), is obtained as
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where Rx,v is the rating item v receives from user x and Rv is average rating of user
v. P(x,y) is used for recommending items to users, i.e., among the items that has not
yet been rated by a particular user, N items with highest value are recommended to
that user.
2.3 Markov-based recommender

Recommender systems based on Markov chain are model-based systems. Markov
models use not only information on users’ rates on items, but also information about
the order in which the users rate the items. In order to use Markov models in
recommendation problem, state space and state transition function should be
defined. In recommendation problem, state of a user can be defined as the last vote
given by the user. Considering this definition for the state, new rating of a user can
be modeled as his/her transition from one state to another one. Let us consider the
vector Su= <Im, Im-1 ,...,I1> as state of user u, which denotes the user’s last-m rated
items in a sequential manner. The transition function describes the probability that a
target user that has rated items Im, Im-1 ,...,I1 will rate (or selects) item Im+1 in the next
step. The transition function between the states based on the training data and
maximum likelihood optimization method can be estimated as [Javari and Jalili
2013; Shani et al. 2006]
N ( I m1 , I m ,..., I1 )
TF ( I m , I m1 ,..., I1 ,  I m1 , I m ,..., I 2 ) 
,
(3)
N ( I m , I m1 ,..., I1 )
where N(<Im,Im-1,…,I1>) indicates the number of users visiting the state <Im,Im1,…,I1> in their rating sequences in the training dataset.
Once the transition functions are estimated, the recommendation can be
performed for each user based on its last-m rated items. To this end, first, state of the
target user is determined based on her/his last-m purchased items, and then the
algorithm recommends items belonging to the states which have the highest
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transition probability from the state of the target user. As mentioned, the transition
probability values can be extracted from the transition function. For example, let us
consider that states of the target user is <Im, Im-1 ,...,I1>, i.e., her/his last-m purchased
items are Im, Im-1 ,...,I1. According to the transition function, top-N states with the
highest transition from Su can be extracted. Suppose that <Im+1, Im ,...,I1> is the state
which has the highest transition probability from Su; Im+1 becomes the first item to be
included in the recommended list to user u.
3. REPUTATION-BASED FILTERS FOR RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS

Regarding accuracy and novelty of recommendations, it is desired to recommend
items which have low popularity in the past time steps while predicted to become
popular items in the future. Recommending unpopular items in the past times will
provide a novel list to the users, and having items with high future popularity
guarantees good accuracy for the algorithm. This is the main contributions of this
work. We consider the temporal properties of votings made by users, study the
evolution of items’ popularity and predict the popular items in future times. To this
end, (daily) ratings for the items are collected and a wavelet-based method is used for
predicting future popularity trends (e.g., in 10 days). Items with lower popularity in
future time steps will get less weight in the recommender system for
recommendation. In other words, even-though an item was a popular one, if its
popularity shows a decreasing trend, the system should not recommend that item.
We would like to recommend the items that are likely to be popular in future time
steps.
Information extracted from time series can be used to construct a filter to focus
the recommendations to items with above characteristics. We introduce two types of
filters in this work. In the first one, depending on the time the recommendation is
going to be made, we identify a list of items that will be the most popular items in the
future time steps. Then, all or some of the recommendation list is devoted to these
(going to be) popular items. Here, we use classic collaborative filtering and Markovbased recommender to choose among these items. Any other algorithms such as
variants of collaborative filtering can also be used. In the second model, not only the
predicted popularity is considered, but also its previous values are taken into
account. In order to improve the novelty of recommendation, among the items
predicted to be popular, we give more weight to the items with less popularity in the
past time intervals.
The algorithms are evaluated on Netflix dataset [James Bennett 2007]. This
dataset have been frequently used as a benchmark in recommender systems
[Cacheda et al. 2011] and consists of ratings to a number of movies on a scale 1 – 5,
with 5 being excellent and 1 being terrible. The dataset includes information of the
timings (year, month, and day) at which the ratings have been made and contains
votes in years 2000 to 2005. In our experiments, we use a portion of huge Netflix
dataset with 60000 users, 4000 items and 6600000 ratings from users to items.
3.1 Popularity of items as time series

Popularity of items and voting patterns of users over time could be influenced by
temporal effects, which can be categorized into four groups: user preference shifting,
time bias, user bias shifting and item bias shifting [Xiang and Yang 2009]. User
preference shifting and time bias indicate changes in the taste of users and society,
respectively. User bias shifting demonstrates pattern of changes in the average
ratings made by a specific user in a time interval. For example, a user might be not
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optimistic at certain times, and on average, gives low ratings for the items. Item bias
shifting indicates popularity changes of items in a time interval. For example, when
a movie wins the academy award, its popularity is likely to increase for a certain
time. In this manuscript, we use item bias shifting to take into account the changes
observed in the popularity of the items and enhance the recommendation precision
and novelty. Popularity of an item in a certain time interval (daily in this work) is
defined by the number of votes it receives in that time interval.
Figure 1 shows an example of daily popularity values for three items selected
from the dataset. It is often observed that items which have received many ratings
show an increased popularity in a certain time interval after which their popularity
starts to decrease (such as upper and middle panels in Figure 1). Indeed, this is a
similar pattern that can be seen in popularity time series of different movies. There
are also some items with small number of votes received in all times. In other words,
these items have not been able to attract many attentions from users. Popularity of
such items is low and does not undergo considerable increase or decrease over time.
However, many other factors may influence popularity of items. For example,
advertisement on a movie or its success in a festival may increase its popularity.
Time series of popularity values are not often smooth, which makes them to look
noisy. Users might have some behaviors influencing the popularity levels of the
items. For example, the number of votes to an item could be high in a certain day due
to environmental reasons. However, in many cases, it is possible to extract a smooth
trend out of such noisy time series. Here we use wavelet transforms in order to
predict main popularity trends. Based on the predicted future popularity trends, we
introduce two filtering algorithms in order to limit the number of candidate items for
recommendation.

Figure 1: Popularity (i.e., number of votes) time series for three sample items (i.e., movies) from Netflix
dataset during years 2000 to 2005.
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3.2 Forecasting popularity time series based on wavelet decomposition

In this section, we introduce a method to predict the popularity trends using a
wavelet transform. One of the most important factors in predicting the future values
of time series is to have long enough history of the data. In recommendation systems,
we do not often have enough samples to perform a reliable prediction based on classic
machine learning methods such as neural networks. Among methods for time series
forecasting, regression methods can be used to forecast time series with short
histories [Hamilton 1994]. However, due to high complexity and nonlinearity of
popularity time series, the predicted values by regression method are not often
accurate. Indeed, these time series contains many high frequency noise-like patters
(Figure 1), which make many prediction algorithms not to work well. Considering the
complexity of popularity time series of items, we employ a method based on wavelet
transform to do the prediction task [Soltani 2002]. The main idea behind signal
prediction using wavelet transform is to decompose the signal into some elements
with low complexity. Since the original signal is complex and cannot be predicted
using conventional methods (e.g., regression), this approach first decomposes the
signal into some elements with lower complexity. Then, the future values of the
original signal can be predicted by combining the extended signals.
In general, time series prediction based on wavelet transforms is performed in
three steps. In the first step, wavelet coefficients in multiple levels are obtained
through wavelet decomposition. Then, the obtained signals go through signal
extinction. Finally, the coefficients obtained in the signal extinction step are used in
wavelet reconstruction stage. Wavelet decomposition of a time series results in
signals with lower complexity as compared to the original ones. Wavelet
decomposition can be performed in different levels. Number of levels in
decomposition step depends on the complexity of the time series and can vary for
different applications; generally, the higher the complexity of the time series, the
higher the decomposition level. For example, a 2-level wavelet decomposition of a
time series a results in two new time series: a1 and a2, where a1 describes details of a
and a2 represents its slow dynamics. Similarly, by N-level decomposition of a time
series, we will have N distinct time series (a1, …aN), where aN and a1 represent the
highest and the lowest dynamics of a, respectively. Each of these time series is less
complex compared to the original time series, and hence more predictable. The next
step is to separately predict each of these time series (resulted from decomposition of
the original time series). Finally, the predicted time series are combined using
wavelet reconstruction to obtain the predicted future values of the original time
series. This method for time series forecasting has been previously used for
prediction of oil prices [Yousefi et al. 2005] and stock market prices [Hsieh et al.
2011].
We use discrete wavelet transform (with Coefmann as mother wavelet) available
in wavelet toolbox (MatLab package) for wavelet decomposition. We use 6-level
wavelet decomposition. As mentioned, the number of decomposition levels depends
on the complexity of the signal. In this work, we examined different decomposition
levels and fixed the level such that the signal describing the lowest dynamics of the
original time series does not contain any high frequency patterns. Since we are
mainly interested in predicting the future popularity trends (and not the exact
value), we use only the decomposed signal with the slowest dynamics for the
prediction. Thus, to predict main trends of input signal, after decomposition in 6
levels we perform the extinction on a6 signal (wavelets coefficients of level 6). Then,
we reconstruct the signal based on the extended a6 signal. In order to perform the
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extinction task and regression analysis, we use spline fit tools in MatLab. Figure 2,
the upper panel, shows the popularity time series of a sample item and the middle
panel represents the a6 signal obtained from decomposition in 6 levels. By doing
extinction on a6 and reconstruction from this signal, we can obtain prediction for
main trends of the input signal. Figure 2 (bottom panel), shows the predicted trends
of the input signal based on reconstruction from extended a6 signal. Indeed, by
decomposing the signal into its slow dynamics, we filter out noise-like high frequency
patterns from the signal. As it is seen, the reconstructed signal demonstrates the
main trend of changes in the popularity with much less high frequency noise-like
patterns as compared to the original signal (Figure 2; the upper panel). Predicted
trends of popularity are used in the recommender systems.

Figure 2: Popularity time series for a sample item (upper panel), decomposed wavelet coefficient at level 6
(middle panel), and reconstructed signal from this coefficient (bottom panel).

3.3 Item selection for top-N recommendation based on information extracted from
popularity time series

In this work, we propose to improve the performance of recommender systems by
focusing the recommendations to a subset of items in each time step. Selection of
candidate items can be done by analyzing their popularity time series. Thus, the
proposed recommendation algorithm has two steps. In the first step, a filtering is
performed independent of users’ preferences (based on only item popularity time
series) to select M items, and in the second step of the algorithm, top-N appropriate
items (among the items that have passed the first step) are recommended taking into
account taste of users. Although any recommendation algorithm can be used to
choose top-N from the list of M items, we use standard CF and markov-based
algorithms in this paper. One can also run the algorithm in a way to have more
freedom in choosing the final recommendation list. For example, P of N items can be
chosen from the whole items and N–P from the top-M selected items.
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Considering the popularity trends over time, we introduce two filtering
algorithms for selection of candidate items. While in the first algorithm, we use only
the predicted popularity values, in the second algorithm both predicted and past
values are used. In the first algorithm, denoted as Popularity Score (PS) based
filtering, a short term (e.g., 10-day) prediction is performed on the main popularity
trends. Then, we determine a set of M items with the highest predicted popularity
values. Indeed, using this filter, we aim to pay extra attention to items that are
predicted to attract users in future time steps. As mentioned, slow dynamics of a time
series is more stable than its high frequency dynamics. It is possible that an item
becomes a popular one in a short period of time affected by some non-stable
properties. For example, popularity of an item may increase in s short term period, in
spite of its decreasing main trend. Thus, it is not wise to select the candidate items
based on their high frequency dynamics. Indeed, one expects that items selected
based on their main trends are more likely to stay popular for longer period of time.
M items with the highest predicted popularities are selected based on Popularity
Scores (PS) which can be defined as
(4)
PSi (t )  APPi (t , t  m) ,
where APPi(t,t+m) is the average predicted popularity value for item i in m future
time steps. According to this definition for PS value, the PS filter, selects top-M items
that, in average, have the highest main trends in m future time steps.
In the second filtering algorithm, denoted as Popularity and Novelty Score (PNS)
based filtering, we try to find the items with low popularity values in the past times
showing increased popularity trend in the future. In this way, the items showing
decreased popularity will be less likely to be recommended than those with
increasing popularity trend. Let us define Popularity and Novelty Score (PNS) as
(5)
PNSi (t )  PSi (t )  NSi (t ) .
Novelty Score (NS) for item i can be defined as

 HP(t ) 
log 

 NVi (t )  ,
NSi (t ) 
 HP(t ) 
log 

 LP(t ) 

(6)

where NVi(t) is the total number of votes to item i up to time step t. HP(t) represents
the total number of votes to the item with the highest popularity among the items up
to time t and LP indicates the total number of votes to the item with the lowest
popularity up to time t.
According to the definition of PNS, it depends on two factors: popularity of items
in future time steps and their popularity in the past. The higher PS value gives more
chance to items with higher popularity in the future and high NS value intensifies
the chance of novel items to be selected as candidate ones. As the novelty and
popularity of the item increases in future time steps, the value of PNS will also
increase. The NS value introduced here represents a similar concept as selfinformation based novelty; as an item is more novel, it has higher NS value. After
extraction of PNS value for all items, PNS filter selects top-M items as candidates
with the highest PNS value. Let us denote the CF algorithm with PS and PNS filters
as PS-CF and PNS-CF, respectively. Also we denote conjugation of Markov
recommender with PS and PNS filters as PS-MR and PNS-MR, respectively.
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3.4 Evaluating performance of the algorithms

The main idea behind the proposed algorithms is to monitor the item popularity
and recommend those showing increasing trend in their popularity. In this section,
we evaluate the algorithms in terms of their precision in recommended items as well
as novelty of recommendation. Since in applying filters, we first filter out the items to
identify top-M popular items, and then, run a recommendation algorithm such as CF,
the computations is less than the case when the recommendation algorithm is
performed on the whole items. The filtering step includes only wavelet decomposition
and reconstruction, which does not need heavy computations and is scalable for large
systems. Let us consider the time steps on a daily fashion (same as the Netflix
dataset used in this work). Since selection of the candidate items are performed daily,
wavelet decomposition and reconstruction on all items is necessary. Computational
complexity of discrete wavelet decomposition and reconstruction on each item is O(L),
where L is length of the popularity time series. Thus, applying the proposed filters
will cost O(LN), which is performed offline and daily. Indeed, this part of the
algorithm will not increase real-time computational complexity of the
recommendation process. As M candidate items are selected, the recommendation
algorithms will use only these items in their recommendations, resulting in much
lower computational complexity as compared to conventional methods. For example,
real-time computational complexity of item-based CF and Markov recommender are
O(Nd), where d is the average degree of item (considering that similarity extraction
in item-based CF and estimation of transition function can be done in offline
manner). By restricting the number of candidate items to M, the complexity becomes
O(Md) and we have M << N.
The main objective of recommender systems is to recommend those items to users
that are likely to be used (or voted) by them while giving them the most satisfaction.
On one hand, since we consider the popularity of the items and recommend those
with high levels of popularity in future time steps, it is somehow expected that such
items are likely to be used by the users in future times. On the other hand, the CF
filtering or Markov algorithm used for choosing the final recommendation list among
the most popular items, take into account the individual taste of the users and
assigns proper items to any of them. Applying PS-based filter on CF or Markov
recommender puts the stress on improving the precision of the system and does not
take into account the novelty of the recommendation list. Let us consider an item
that has received many positive ratings and was a popular item in the last times;
however, its current popularity (and also the forecasted value) shows a decreasing
trend. Applying CF or Markov recommender alone will recommend such an item to
the users; however, this item is less likely to be used by the users in future times
(which is predicted through analysis of its time series). Furthermore, this item is a
well-known one and the users are likely to be aware of that; recommending such an
item does not provide novel options for the users. In other words, as the items are
more popular, recommendation of them for the target user is less novel. In PNSbased filter, the items get higher chance to be recommended, if the prediction shows
their votes will increase in future times; although their votes might not be high in the
time the recommendation is made. Furthermore, this algorithm does not recommend
the items that are not popular at the present time, while being popular in the past
times. Such items have low novelty, and thus, PNS-based filters targets increasing
novelty in the recommendation list.
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Using these filters, we first select some candidate items in a non-personalized
manner, and then limit ourselves to these items which have high chance to be
attended by the users in near future. However, according to the coverage principle,
we are interested in recommendation methods which can recommend large
proportion of items in their lists [Ge et al. 2010; Shani and Gunawardana 2011]. Item
space coverage based on Shannon Entropy can be defined as
 N

  p(i ) log p(i)) 
uu
TestSet  i 1
,
(7)
C(N ) 
u
TestSet
where pi is the percentage of recommendation lists that contains item i.
As it can be seen from the definition, the algorithm has the best coverage that
gives the same chance to all items to appear in the recommendation lists. In our
proposed method, we propose to modify the chance of items to be recommended based
on their popularity time series. Thus, our approach is in contrast with traditional
coverage principle. Since item popularity is a dynamic phenomenon, in each time
interval, some items lose their popularity and are unlikely to be purchased in the
future time steps. Obviously, recommending such items increases the coverage;
however, they often do not satisfy the users. Indeed, one of the major problems for
diversification algorithms is that they recommend items with such characteristic in
order to provide diverse recommendation lists. Alternatively, one can only consider
items that are likely to be purchased in the future time steps and consider coverage
of these items, i.e., partial coverage. According to the partial coverage, we are
interested in recommendation methods which can recommend large proportion of
items that are likely to be popular in the future time steps.
4. RESULTS

In real-world applications of recommender systems, only past data are used in
order to recommend proper items to target users. To evaluate the proposed
algorithms, we first select five test points uniformly distributed on the data time
interval, and then, take the ratings up to the that time as training data and those
after that point up to the next 20 days as test data. In this way, we generate five
different test and train datasets. Based on train data, we recommend each test user a
list of 10 items (top-10 recommendation).
The performance of the proposed methods (PS-CF, PNS-CF, PS-MR and PNSMR) is compared with four other algorithms including item-based CF, Markov
recommender, time decayed item-based CF and popularity-based recommendation.
Since time decay algorithm is one of the time-aware recommenders which improves
precision and novelty of recommendations, we consider it in our experiments. The
time decayed strategy is such that the ratings are weighted based on the time they
have been registered; the older is a rating, the less its significance [Ding and Li
2005]. Item-based time decayed collaborative filtering can be defined as
m

 (R

x ,v

P ( x, y )  R y 

 Rv )S Pearson ( y, v)e

h 1

,

m

S

  (t t ( Rx ,v ))

(8)

Pearson ( y, v)

h 1

where t represents time of recommendation and t(Rx,v) is the time user x rates on
item v and λ is a constant value. In our experiments we set λ = 200.
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In popularity-based recommendation algorithms, the most popular items that
have not yet been rated by the user are recommended to him/her.
4.1 Evaluation method

Various metrics have been proposed for performance evaluation of recommender
systems. In this work, we study the performance in terms of both precision and
novelty. In order to assess how novel are the recommendation list, we use selfinformation based novelty measure.
4.1.1

Precision

We use P@N for assessing how precise are the prediction results [Ding and Li
2005]. P@N for a user indicates to how much extent the recommendation list (of N
items) coincides with the real user’s taste, as in the test data. P@N metric can be
calculated as
 P @ N ( N (u))
P@ N 

uuTestset

uTestset

,

(9)

where P@N(ΓN(u)) indicates the P@N of recommended list of size N for user u and
|uTestSet| indicates the whole number of users in test dataset.
4.1.2

Novelty and Effective Novelty

In general, the novel items for a user are those that the user is not yet aware of
them. Indeed, novelty of a recommendation list indicates the amount of information
the list provides for the target user. The self-information based novelty is a metric to
evaluate novelty and works based on this idea that as an item is popular, the target
user is more probable to know about the existence of the item. It is computed as
[Zhou, Kuscsik, Liu, Medo, Wakeling and Zhang 2010]
u
log 2 (
)
Relsi
i N (u )
NOVu ( N (u )) 
,
(10)
N
where ΓN(u) indicates the list of recommended items to user u, N is the size of
recommendation list, and Relsi is the users that have used (or rated) item i, – which
is in ΓN(u).
Due to some limitations in self-information based novelty, we use a special form
of relevance-aware metric [Vargas and Castells 2011] to evaluate novelty of
recommendations. In the following, we describe some scenarios in which selfinformation based novelty is misleading. In order to evaluate the performance of selfinformation based novelty measure, let us assume that the system randomly
recommends a number of items with low popularity in the past times. For such a
recommendation list, the accuracy will be very low, while the novelty will be high.
However, such a novel recommendation is not functional in the view of the users,
since it does not have any relation with users’ preference. A good recommendation
system is the one providing novel items for the users, while also satisfying their
taste. Let us consider top-5 recommendation system with precision as P and novelty
as N. We can replace one of the five items in the list with an item with high novelty
(although this item might not be in the preference list of the user). This will result in
dramatic increase in N, while P will not change significantly. However, this system is
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not favored for the users, since the recommendation list includes an irrelevant item.
In order to explain this issue in more details, let us consider CF and PS-CF
algorithms. CF results in better self-information based novelty than PS-CF
algorithm. Gray boxes in the table 1 show the items that are in the users’ preference
(i.e., those which have received ratings from the users). CF has larger average
novelty (averaged over the items) than PS-CF algorithm; however, this is mainly due
to the items that are not in the preference of the users. One may argue that from
view point of a user, the information he/she gathers from an irrelevant item is almost
near to zero. Indeed, in reality, the information obtained from a list could
significantly vary between the users. However, according to the self-information
based novelty, the amount of information that different users obtain from a
recommendation list is similar to each other.
Considering the above facts, one may argue that novelty of an item is more
valuable when it is more relevant to the target users’ taste. However, according to
equation (10), self-information based novelty obtains the novelty using the whole
recommendation list without considering relevancy of the items to the target user. In
this work, to consider relevancy of items to the target user, we use NOVRA, as a
relevance-aware metric scheme for novelty [Vargas and Castells 2011], as
(11)
NOVRA  C
disc(k ) p(rel | ik , u )nov(ik ) ,



ik  N ( u )

where C is a constant for normalization against biases, ik is the item at position k of
the recommendation list ГN(u) and disc(k) is a decreasing rank discounting function.
According to this function, novelty of items is more valuable as they are ranked in
the top of the recommended list. p(rel|ik,u) is the probability of the target user to see
item ik when she/he is browsing the list and nov(ik) is the probability that item ik has
not yet been observed.
In this manuscript, we consider no rank discount (i.e., disc(k) = 1), and set
p(rel|ik,u) = 1 for the items to which the target user gives positive ratings in the test
dataset and p(rel|ik,u) = 0 for those that have not received positive ratings. Also, we
set C =
, and similar to the self-information based novelty (defined in equation
Г

(10)), we define nov(ik) based on popularity of ik, as

nov(ik )  log 2 (

u
Relsik

).

(12)

In the rest of the manuscript, we refer to the above configurations for NOVRA as
effective self-information based novelty (ESIBN) metric. Consequently ESIBN can be
defined as:
u
log 2 (
)
Relsi
iN (u )
,
(13)
ESIBN 
 N (u )



where Г’N(u) is a subset of ГN(u) that have received positive ratings from user u in
the test dataset. In this way, those items that are not in preference of the users will
not affect the novelty.
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Table 1: Novelty of four recommended items to three sample users by CF and PS-CF algorithms.
Average
Average novelty
Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4
novelty for
for the items
the whole list rated by the user
User 1
3.2
1.2
1.8
2.3
2.12
1.8
CF
User 2
4.1
3.1
1.4
2.1
2.67
1.4
User 3
2.1
1.6
3.8
1.2
2.17
1.4
User 1
1.8
2.1
1.9
1.6
1.85
1.7
PS-CF
User 2
2.3
1.9
2.2
1.3
1.97
1.6
User 3
2
1.9
0.9
1.3
1.52
1.4

4.2 Precision and novelty as a function of basket size in PS- and PNS-based
methods

One of the parameters which may largely influence performance of PS- and PNSbased recommenders is the basket size M in the filtering phase (i.e., identifying topM popular items). We assess precision and novelty of PS- and PNS-based algorithms
as a function of basket size on fifth test point of the Netflix dataset. We select the
fifth test point since the training set of this test point is the largest one among
others, and thus, the results obtained from this test point are more reliable as
compared to the other test points.
As basket size decreases, the computational load of recommender systems
decreases; however, the performance in terms of precision and novelty may have
different behaviors. Figures 3 and 4, respectively, show precision and SelfInformation based Novelty (SIBN) of PS- and PNS-based recommendation algorithms
as a function of the basket size. As the basket size increases, the precision of PSbased methods decreases (PS-MR and PS-CF) and their SIBN increases. Indeed, by
increasing the basket size, the items that are predicted to have low popularity in
future time steps are likely to appear in recommendation lists. Although it results in
more user-specific recommendations, it decreases precision of recommendations. For
many of the items, their popularity does not change swiftly, i.e., many items
predicted to be popular in near future have also been popular in the past times. Thus,
as the recommendation lists include items with low predicted popularity, SIBN of the
lists increases. Figure 5 shows that ESIBN of PS-based methods is not significantly
influenced by changing the basket size. In contrast to PS-based algorithms, PNSbased algorithms do not show dramatic change in precision, SIBN, and ESIBN as the
basket size varies. Since in PNS-based algorithms the selection of candidate items
depends on the predicted popularity and popularity of items in past time steps, one
may not expect any significant change in precision or novelty by increasing the
basket size.
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Figure 3: Precision of four recommendation algorithm (Popularity and Novelty Score based filter on
Collaborative Filtering (PNS-CF), Popularity and Novelty Score based filter on Markov Recommender
(PNS-MR), Popularity Score based filter on Collaborative filtering (PS-CF), Popularity Score based filter
on Markov Recommender (PS-MR)) as a function of basket size.

4.5
4
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Figure 4: Self-Information Based Novelty (SIBN) of the recommendation algorithms. Other designations
are as Figure 3.
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Figure 5: Effective Self-Information Based Novelty (ESIBN) of the recommendation algorithms. Other
designations are as Figure 3.

We do not consider basket size lower than 50 items in our experiments. As
discussed, the filtering step selects candidate items based on only their popularity
time series. Thus, it does not consider the target user in its selections. In other
words, the first step of the algorithm is performed in a non-personalized manner. We
may adjust the role of the filtering step in our recommendations by modifying the
basket size. By decreasing the basket size, the filtering algorithm will be more
influential on recommendations. However, if we use small number of candidate
items, the recommendation algorithm in the second step will lose its proper
functionality. Small number of candidate items forces the recommendation algorithm
to recommend almost the same list to different users. In other words, small basket
size decreases the personalization in recommendations. The optimal basket size can
be determined based on factors such as size of the item space, the number of items in
recommendation lists and distribution of items predicted popularity. One may also
determine the basket size in a dynamic fashion. For example, the filtering algorithm
can do the selection process in a way that candidate items receive at least %80 of
users’ attention in future time steps. In this work, we do not optimize the basket size
and fix it as 50 for both PNS- and PS-based algorithms.
4.3 Comparing the proposed algorithms with baseline recommendation algorithms

Figure 6 shows the precision (P@10) of eight recommendation algorithms in five
test points. As it is seen, PS-CF and PS-MR has the best precision among these
algorithms. Surprisingly, their precision is better than popularity-based algorithm,
which is known to provide a recommendation list with high precision among classic
recommender systems [Soto 2011]. PS-CF and PS-MR not only have better precision
than CF and MR, but also they have less computational complexity as compared to
CF and MR. PNS-CF and PNS-MR also show better precision as compared to CF and
MR, respectively. It is worth mentioning that classic item-based CF and time decay
algorithm – as one of the time aware recommendation algorithms – has almost the
same precision.
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0.16
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1
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Figure 6: Precision of eight recommendation algorithms (PNS-CF, PNS-MR, PS-CF, PS-MR, Collaborative
Filtering (CF), Popularity-based recommender (Popularity), Markov Recommender (MR) and time-decay
collaborative filtering (Time Decay)) on five test points of Netflix dataset.

We compare the novelty of the recommendation list, as denoted by SIBN measure
and the results are shown in Figure 7. Time decay CF results in the best performance
in terms of novelty, followed by CF and PNS-based algorithms. However, as
discussed, results obtained through SIBN might be misleading. Figure 8 shows the
ESIBN of the algorithms. It is seen that PNS-based recommendation methods have
the highest ESIBN in many of the test points followed by PS-based methods. In
general, the proposed methods have higher ESIBN as compared to other classic
recommender systems, while PNS-based recommenders have better ESIBN than PSbased methods. As we discussed, PS filter aims at maximizing the precision;
however, PNS filter also takes into account novelty of recommendations in its
filtering algorithm. Thus, we expect higher ESIBN for PNS-based methods compared
to PS-based ones. The proposed algorithms outperform time decay algorithm, which
results in the highest SIBN. Indeed, as discussed, although item-based CF and time
decay algorithms generate recommendation lists with high SIBN, in many cases the
novel items they include in their recommendations are unlikely to be purchased by
the users. In other words, the novelty of recommended items that are purchased by
the users, is higher in the proposed algorithms than CF and time decay methods.
Apparently, we are interested in increasing novelty of items which are likely to be
purchased by the users. Thus, having better precision and ESIBN, the proposed PSand PNS-based recommenders outperform classic recommender systems. In order to
provide a better view of comparison we integrated the results of the algorithms on
different test points. Table 2, presents the average value of P@10, ESIBN and SIBN
obtained from 5 test points. As it can be seen from the table, PS- and PNS- based
algorithms in general provide better precision and ESIBN compare to the baseline
methods.
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Table 2: Average Precision, Effective Self Information based Novelty (ESIBN) and Self Information based
Novelty (SIBN) of eight recommendation algorithms on five test points
CF
TD
PS-CF
PNS-CF
MR
PS-MR
PNS-MR
Popularity
Precision
0.0535
0.0609
0.1453
0.0785
0.0982
0.1536
0.1159
0.1340
ESIBN

1.4883

1.6999

1.9287

1.8895

1.4482

1.5354

1.9149

0.7488

SIBN

5.1753

5.6325

2.6133

4.6094

3.1385

2.4425

3.1536

1.2589

7
6
PS-CF

SIBN

5

PNS-CF

4

CF

3

Popularity
Time decay

2

MR
1

PS-MR

0

PNS-MR
1

2

3

4

5

Test points
Figure 7: Self-Information Based Novelty (SIBN) of eight recommendation algorithms. Other designations
are as Figure 6.
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Figure 8: Effective Self-Information Based Novelty (ESIBN) of eight recommendation algorithms. Other
designations are as Figure 6.
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5. CONCLUSION

Designing efficient recommender systems is an emerging field for individual
users and businesses to provide personalized recommendations. Recommender
systems use past information of users’ preferences in order to predict probable future
interests, and thus, providing a list of recommendation items to the users. The most
important issue addressed in previous works on recommender systems is precision of
the recommendation list, i.e., providing a list with the best accuracy on the test
dataset. To this end, methods based on similarity between items and users are often
employed. However, this usually makes the recommended items to be too popular,
while the users prefer to be recommended diverse and novel items. Diversity and
novelty of recommendation list is a new challenging issue in this field that has
recently attracted attention.
In this work, considering Netflix dataset, we proposed two filtering algorithms
based on the popularity of the items, which could be used as adds-on to classic
recommender algorithms. Slow dynamics of the popularity time series were
forecasted using wavelet decomposition method. The proposed filtering algorithms
were applied on item-based collaborative filtering and Markov-based recommender
systems. First, a list of items that are predicted to be popular in future time steps
were created, and then, standard collaborative filtering or Markov recommender
were used to personalize the items among this list. This decreases the computational
load of the recommendation as compared to collaborative filtering or Markov
algorithms. We also proposed another filtering algorithm by not recommending the
items with high popularity values in the past time that show decreased popularity.
This helped in enhancing the novelty of the recommendation lists. The results
showed significant outperformance of the proposed algorithms as compared to four
classic recommendation systems. The proposed methods outperformed classic
recommenders not only in terms of precision, but also in terms of effective selfinformation novelty. It is worth mentioning that the proposed filtering stage can be
merged with any recommendation systems without significantly increasing the
computational load.
In the future, one might consider more structural data of the networks to
improve both precision and novelty. For example, considering community structure
in one-mode projected networks within users or items may help in designing
algorithms with better precision. Also, there is a need for developing a combined
metric measuring precision and diversity in the recommendation list.
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